
Casa Beach Harbor Seal Flushing Incident Details September 1, 2012 - January 22, 2015

Day of Week Date Time
# Seals 

Flushed

Intentional 

Harassers 

Present

Observer 

Name
Notes

1 Thursday 09/06/2012 07:00 80 YES Claudia
6:50a - A single diver walked towards about 90 hauled-out seals, flushing all but about 10 

of them

2 Friday 09/07/2012 07:00 65 Claudia
6:55a - Gentleman with a camera walks down to beach to take pictures of seals; he flushes 

about 65 of 80 seals.

3 Saturday 09/08/2012 07:00 30 YES Claudia
7:04a - 4 divers with spears go towards the water and flush most of the seals off the beach.  

Only about 5 remain after

4 Monday 09/10/2012 14:30 28 Jane

2:05p - Couple on sand, woman walked to west wall and sat down, flushing 8 seals from 

the beach Gradually more people followed the couple down to the sand and moved west 

paralleling waterline at 20'.  Came to within 20' of the 38 seals left on the sand: one half of 

them suddenly flushed in to the water.

5 Sunday 09/16/2012 07:00 8 YES Claudia
7a - David Pierce sets up his signs, one of them falls, several seals leave beach (about 8) 

8:14a - David Pierce walks up to me and says hello 

6 Sunday 09/16/2012 08:30 21 YES Claudia
8:19a - David Pierce does "clean up" on the beach (raking seaweed in to piles) and all seals 

on the east side (about 20) flush 

7 Sunday 09/16/2012 09:15 7 YES Claudia
8:35a - woman walks on beach with camera, gets very close to seals and flushes about half 

of the remaining ones After this - many people coming and going on the beach between 

this time and the time I left (at 10am). The last 5 or 6 seals on the beach, left on their own.

8 Tuesday 09/18/2012 07:45 26 Claudia
7:30a - Alex, with blower, cleaning up top, turned blower up and some seals (about 25) 

flushed.

9 Monday 10/15/2012 17:30 2 YES Jane 5:30pm - Toddler runs at seals - mother runs after the toddler, 2 seals flush

10 Monday 10/15/2012 17:45 2 YES Jane 5:45pm - 2 spear fishermen swim in, last 2 seals on the sand are flushed

11 Saturday 10/20/2012 14:00 10 YES A1 1:58p - David Pierce puts a large "OPEN" banner on beach - about 10 seals flushed

12 Sunday 10/21/2012 11:00 60 YES A1

Between 10a and 11a, dozens of people on beach got very close to seals and chased them 

in to the water, more than one person filmed touching a seal.  Many seals swam near the 

shore, clearing wanting to return to the sand, but visitors repelled them each time the 

seals would try to crawl on to the beach.  I have never seen anything like this.  All of this is 

captured on video. 12:40p - half-dozen divers/snorklers entered pool, several others with 

spear guns later.  They swam with seals.

13 Sunday 10/21/2012 12:00 6 YES A1

Between 10a and 11a, dozens of people on beach got very close to seals and chased them 

in to the water, more than one person filmed touching a seal.  Many seals swam near the 

shore, clearing wanting to return to the sand, but visitors repelled them each time the 

seals would try to crawl on to the beach.  I have never seen anything like this.  All of this is 

captured on video. 12:40p - half-dozen divers/snorklers entered pool, several others with 

spear guns later.  They swam with seals.
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14 Monday 10/22/2012 16:00 10 YES A1
3p - 4p - Numerous instances of harassment. One trio was chasing and teasing a lone seal 

and touching him.  They drove

15 Tuesday 10/23/2012 08:40 65 YES A1

8:40a - Lifeguard carried large surfboard to beach and leaned it against the wall at bottom 

of steps. More than half of the seals (about 65) left the beach. Surfboard remained there 

all day.

16 Tuesday 10/23/2012 10:00 30 YES A1
10:08a - David Pierce sets up chair and umbrella in middle of beach, flushes 30 seals.

17 Wednesday 10/24/2012 09:00 30 A1
8:44a - Lifeguard lowers surfboard over wall to beach below and leans it against wall, this 

causes about 30 seals to flush.

18 Wednesday 10/24/2012 16:15 50 A1

3:52p - Lifeguard rushes in with surfboard and rescues diver just outside the pool area.  

About 25 seals flush. 3:57p - Another approx. 25 seals flush when lifeguard and the diver 

he rescued return to beach.

19 Saturday 10/27/2012 08:00 30 YES A1
7:19a - 2 divers enter water, they seem to be trying to avoid the seals, however, all bu 10 

seals are flushed anyway. 

20 Saturday 10/27/2012 09:00 10 YES A1
8:30a - "Dave" rakes the seaweed on the beach and near the cliff area, flushing the last 10 

seals off the beach.

21 Sunday 10/28/2012 09:00 50 YES A1
8:55a - Lifeguard talks to Dave and leans RESCUE BOARD against wall at bottom of stairs; 

about 50 seals are flushed.

22 Monday 10/29/2012 09:00 30 A1
8:38a - Lifeguards arrive, and shortly thereafter, the RESCUE surfboard is placed on beach 

in same location. Approximately 30 seals rush in to the water as a result.

23 Tuesday 10/30/2012 09:00 20 YES A1
8:47a - Lifeguard places RESCUE surfboard in usual place and about 20 seals leave beach. 

24 Tuesday 10/30/2012 15:00 4 YES A1
2:05p - A man, later identified as Bob Ewing, sets up a chair in middle of beach and reads 

and while periodically taking phots and/or video of me.  While there, he talks to 6 people 

on beach who look up at me, then he deliberately walks towards seals, flushing 4 of them.

25 Wednesday 10/31/2012 08:00 25 YES A1

7:00a - The same older man seen yesterday (Bob Ewing) sets up chair on beach - about 25 

seals rush in to the water.  He remained on the sand for one hour taking photos/video of 

beach and of me.

26 Wednesday 10/31/2012 11:00 65 YES A1
10:46a - Woman from unknown rescue group uses net to pick up injured pelican from 

beach.  All remaining seals flushed.

27 Wednesday 10/31/2012 14:00 15 YES A1 1:55 Spear diver enters pool, flushing 20 seal

28 Saturday 11/03/2012 10:00 70 YES A1
9:15a - Dave put his large "OPEN" banner on the beach. A few seals leave. 9:45a - 2 divers 

enter pool - the rest of the seals on beach rush in to the water. 

29 Wednesday 11/21/2012 08:27 20 YES Jane/A1A/SK
8:27am - Lifeguard Gonzalez balances Rescue Board on his head at mid-landing and 

carefully lowers it quietly, nose down, and still 20 seals flush (video)
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30 Saturday 11/24/2012 07:00 2 YES A1

7:30a - David Pierce arrives and sets up table.  He places more signs out and rearranges the 

others which were already there.  Andrea arranges them back & Pierce screams at her.  

They argue, and Pierce screams at the seals on the beach and 2 seals are flushed (VIDEO).

31 Saturday 11/24/2012 09:00 6 YES A1 No notes

32 Saturday 11/24/2012 19:30 20 YES Jane/A2

 Upon initial arrival at 19:30, I observed one man and one woman shining their lights at the 

seals, waving their arms and yelling at the seals to leave the beach.  The seals (which I 

estimate to be 18 - 24) hurried in to the water.  When the people observed me setting up 

my observation post, they departed and the seals slowly returned to the beach, as noted 

above.

33 Sunday 11/25/2012 08:30 9 YES GMN

As noted in the brief video - as a diver swam in from outside the cove and a man 

photographed on the beach, there was a flush, concurrent with several seals remaining off-

shore.

34 Sunday 11/25/2012 10:00 4 YES GMN
 A second diver coming on-shore caused a second lesser flush.  Both divers exited along the 

seawall.

35 Wednesday 11/28/2012 09:30 2 Jane/A1A No notes

36 Wednesday 11/28/2012 10:15 30 Jane & A1A No notes

37 Friday 11/30/2012 15:17 3 RW & Jane

(JR): 3:15pm - Over 100 seals (photo).  Rainy day.  Family of 4 arrived; little girl stood on 

concrete wall in father's arms and squealed. Several seals noticed and 3 flushed (with 

these people at a distance of about 100 feet from the seals.)

38 Sunday 12/02/2012 16:30 17 YES Jane

4:30pm - 2 snorklers flush 10 seals 4:40pm - Lifeguard comes down and talks to the 2 

snorklers 4:47pm - 6 seals attempt to return - 8 people on the beach - Johnson leaving, 

David Pierce packing up

39 Saturday 12/08/2012 11:35 23 YES Jane

11:30a - "Open" Flag up.  Many people close to the few remaining seals who left 

progressively, leaving zero. 8 minute video at 11:35 shows first people going on beach, 2nd 

people approaching seals, 23 flushed

40 Sunday 12/09/2012 17:00 7 YES Jane/Marilies
(JR): 5p - Flush on video.  When I left, David Wayne Pierce was still waiting around to take 

down his OPEN flag.

41 Thursday 12/13/2012 14:45 19 Marilies
2:40pm - A family of 4 came on to the beach and close to the seals.  19 seals fled in to the 

water.

42 Saturday 12/15/2012 04:00 49 YES AK 5:00am - TV crew arrived and put strong lights up - lighting up the beach - all seals flush

43 Sunday 12/16/2012 07:00 4 YES
GMN/Wan/Jan

e No notes
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44 Sunday 12/16/2012 08:30 45 YES
GMN/Wan/Jan

e

8:26am -  Lifeguard goes down to beach puts down rescue board - major flush of 

approximately 20 seals (PHOTO). At approximately 8:35am, John Leek (spear fisherman) 

went to the beach, causing a steady flush of seals. Leek walks over rope, seals flush. He 

walks along the the wall and along the rope.Then crosses back to landward side of rope. 

David Pierce was later heard to tell someone while on a cell phone that the effort was 

intended to demonstrate that divers could not use the beach while the rope was in place.

45 Sunday 12/16/2012 09:30 1 YES
GMN/Wan/Jan

e
No notes

46 Sunday 12/16/2012 10:30 16 YES
GMN/Wan/Jan

e
(8)  Leek comes out of water, flushing 16 seals

47 Sunday 12/16/2012 11:45 20 YES
GMN/Wan/Jan

e

(11)  1 spear fisherman exits water - 7 seals flush - others on beach agitated - heads are 

looking up.  2 more spear fishermen exit water and 13 seals flush

48 Sunday 12/16/2012 14:00 15 YES
GMN/Wan/Jan

e
Spear fisherman enters area, tried unsuccessfully to touch the seals.

49 Sunday 12/16/2012 14:20 8 YES
GMN/Wan/Jan

e
Spearfisherman continues to swim towards seals, claps hands, approx. 8 more seals flush

50 Sunday 12/16/2012 15:00 4 YES
GMN/Wan/Jan

e

3pm - Diver was successful in touching a young seal (last year's pup) - then they got scared 

and swam away

51 Sunday 12/23/2012 07:00 3 YES Jane

7:24am - Bob Ewing arrived and set up more signs, then carried a chair and sign through 

the closed sea wall gate and set them up near the wall, just on the seaward side of the 

rope line, forcing 5 seals into the water and scattering another 5 or so.

52 Sunday 12/23/2012 08:00 2 YES A1 No notes

53 Sunday 12/23/2012 11:00 1 YES A1 No notes

54 Saturday 12/29/2012 14:00 20 Robb 1:50pm - People talking loudly on sea wall flushed about 20 seals

55 Saturday 01/05/2013 11:00 10 YES Jane

Diver John Leek wandered the beach and measured the rope & put a sign in the middle of 

the last segment.  The sign stated that the rope had been lengthened illegally by the 

mayor and that people can go anywhere on the beach as long as they don't bother seals.  

Thereafter, nobody stayed behind the rope, as if it wasn't even there.  Nearly a hundred 

people on the beach at the same time, ignoring the rope, close to the waterline and close 

to the waterline and close to the seals, touching them, kicking them, layinig down next to 

them, taunting them, etc.  The divers to encourage people to do these things.  When they 

had chased all seals away from the beach, people then harassed the few seals remaining 

on the rocks and sea wall, which, by the way, is an accident waiting to happen due to the 

slippery and rocky terrain.Tourists sent their children up to touch and harass pregnant 

seals, all the while with the divers just watching.  
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56 Saturday 01/05/2013 13:00 10 YES Jane No notes

57 Saturday 01/05/2013 15:00 6 YES Jane No notes

58 Saturday 01/05/2013 16:00 3 YES Jane No notes

59 Sunday 01/06/2013 07:00 4 YES A1 No notes

60 Sunday 01/06/2013 08:00 12 YES A1
8:38am - One of the other lifeguards placed the Rescue Board down in the usual place - a 

dozen seals flushed.

61 Sunday 01/06/2013 09:00 18 YES A1 No notes

62 Sunday 01/06/2013 09:30 10 YES Robb 9:30am - Bob Ewing sets up beach chair on seals side of rope, causes 10 seals to flush.

63 Sunday 01/06/2013 10:00 15 YES A1

9:18am - Bob Ewing arrived and took photos just inside the rope.  All seals were at the 

waterline by now, 50 feet away.  Ewing retrieved his  chair and set it up just inside the 

rope line - 15 seals flushed.

64 Sunday 01/06/2013 11:00 5 YES A1 No notes

65 Thursday 01/10/2013 09:00 10 Jane No notes

66 Thursday 01/10/2013 10:00 4 Jane Nobody breached the rope today, and no major incidets were observed.

67 Thursday 01/10/2013 11:00 2 Jane Nobody breached the rope today, and no major incidets were observed.

68 Saturday 01/12/2013 14:48 25 YES
KM & B. 

Schmidt

Flush of about 25 seals for unknown reasons, possibly due to a person banging on the seal 

wall.

69 Sunday 01/13/2013 14:35 37 YES Jane, SO & DS
 2:35pm - Ken and Marie Hunrichs, along with 2 other snorklers, went in to water at the 

east end, causing 37 seals to flush

70 Sunday 01/13/2013 17:10 16 YES Jane, SO & DS

 5:10pm - Diver flushed 10 seals on entering pool on east side of beach.  5:10pm - Two 20-

year old males jumped down from sea wall on to beach to take pictures next to seals, 

flushed 6 seals.

71 Monday 01/14/2013 15:26 40 YES Jane 3:30pm - T-shirt vendor explained flush of 40 seals by a couple of divers in the water, David 

Johnson in wetsuit with snorkel and fins, seen walking north from CPB

72 Monday 01/14/2013 16:50 36 Jeanne No notes

73 Thursday 01/17/2013 15:00 10 YES Nancy

 3:00pm - Spear fisherman showed up & walked to the center of the beach, sat down & put 

his gear on. 10 seals/all the seals on the sm. Rock dived into the water & acted frightened. 

After the spear diver entered the watner, the seals swam away from him. They did not 

return to the rock.

74 Saturday 01/19/2013 12:30 4 YES Nancy No notes

75 Saturday 01/19/2013 13:25 7 YES Nancy
1:20pm small flush, unmentioned reason. 1:25 - David Johnson entered the water, 3 seals 

flushed.
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76 Sunday 01/20/2013 15:45 10 YES Deb / Jane Approx 4pm - Flush of 10 seals due to man with metal detector. When told that what he 

was doing was a federal violation, he responded " I'm not listening to you"

77 Monday 01/21/2013 16:30 3 YES Nancy  - 2 Spear divers in the water. Returned to beach. 3 seals flushed. Black Ford Taurus Coupe? 

Divers come out near west end of beach & were very close to the seals.

78 Sunday 01/27/2013 16:50 25 YES Deb 4:50pm - Pierce moved umbrella & chair to center of beach & 25 seals  flush

79 Saturday 02/02/2013 07:51 26 YES Jane
 7:51am - BEACH OPEN flag on beach. Sara Wan reports someone with a camera was on 

seawall earlier & threw something at the seals. 

80 Saturday 02/02/2013 12:04 9 YES Robb/Kathe
11:53 2 paddle boards came into cove and onto beach in the middle of the beach and 

flushed 5 seals.  Left at 12:04 and flushed remaining 4 seals from rocks

81 Sunday 02/03/2013 15:15 6 YES Nancy

One man draped in trash bags used a metal detector on both sides of the rope.  Six seals 

flushed into the water.

The man had an appearance of being homeless?  David Pierce talked with him when he left 

the beach.  David gave the man a "fist bump".

82 Monday 02/04/2013 17:00 15 Kathe
4:59pm - 15 seals flushed looked to be caused by 2 people laying close to each other on 

rock, (being loud?).  Ranger at mid-lainding.

83 Tuesday 02/05/2013 06:30 1 Jim C. no notes

84 Thursday 02/07/2013 08:00 1 Jeff F. no notes

85 Thursday 02/07/2013 10:00 3 Jeff F. no notes

86 Friday 02/08/2013 08:00 4 Paige D.
8:08am - Four people came down on beach.  Took pictures and watched seals.  4 seals 

flushed about 5-10 feet closer to water.

87 Friday 02/08/2013 08:15 5 Paige D. no notes

88 Saturday 02/09/2013 13:00 7 YES A1/Heather R.
1:00pm - Umbrella man walked in to cave on stair side of beach.  Caused seals to flush in to 

water away from cave.

89 Saturday 02/09/2013 14:00 7 YES A1/Heather R. 2:05pm - 2 adults and child with red wagon on beach by cave.  Flushed 6 seals in to water 

including mom and pup.  Child came within 10 feet of seals and kicked at some seagulls.

90 Saturday 02/09/2013 15:00 10 YES Abel S. Little boy and woman off to right in water flushed 10 seals.

91 Sunday 02/10/2013 02:45 15 YES Claudia *2:50am - Several seals flushed - couldn't see anyone & panned "out"

92 Sunday 02/10/2013 03:32 26 YES Claudia
2 people on w wall with flashlight, more seals flushing, the 2 people leaving but flashing a 

light on every seal near wall

93 Sunday 02/10/2013 12:00 15 YES Nick M./Hadley
Bobby and mother go into water at time of flush, Beach open flag and chair on seaward 

side of rope
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94 Sunday 02/10/2013 22:45 9 YES Susan H.

10:15pm - 2 people at stairs, one man went on the beach to take flash photo.  Also had a 

flashlight. 10:46pm - 3 people on stairs shining flashlights on seals and flash cameras, seals 

moving but not flushing.

95 Monday 02/11/2013 09:04 12 Leeana L. no notes

96 Tuesday 02/12/2013 14:00 40 YES Jazmine O. 2:05- man dressed as spear fisherman flushed seals into water- chased them deliberately.  

He did not go into the water he ran along the beach among the seals by the water.

97 Wednesday 02/13/2013 23:00 40 YES Jadee
2 people with flashlights, jumped the rope and chased the seals from the center of the 

beach

98 Thursday 02/14/2013 07:00 10 YES Paige D.
7:03am - seals became alert and flushed toward the water.  Scanned the beach and didn't 

see anyone or anything.

99 Thursday 02/14/2013 08:21 10 YES Paige D.
8:21am - Man crossed rope to sit on beach.  Caused 10-15 seals to flush into water.  It 

appears he's photographing seals.

100 Friday 02/15/2013 10:41 19 Ellen
10:30am - ALL FLUSHED - Caught one man on dry side of rope - I did not see the cause of 

the flush.

101 Friday 02/15/2013 16:30 1 Carla
4:30pm - woman goes for a swim & about 5-7 people go onto beach but other side from 

seals. One seal flushed by something on the wall.

102 Friday 02/15/2013 16:50 4 Carla 4:50pm - Kayak comes upto submarine rocks, seals (4) flush

103 Saturday 02/16/2013 11:07 12 YES Kathe 11:07am - Flushed all

104 Saturday 02/16/2013 11:25 1 YES Kathe 11:25am - Flushed rocks - diver

105 Saturday 02/16/2013 21:00 5 YES Jadee

This evening there was flushing throughout the evening by people standing on the wall 

using flashlights. Police arrived at 9:20. The people remained on the wall without using the 

flashlights and then started them back up just before 10pm. A diver went into the ocean at 

10:15. He used a flashlight in the water. 4 seals came up onto the beach because of the 

diver. When he returned to the beach 15 seals were scared from the right side of the 

beach. A couple of them went to the other side of the beach and the rest into the water

106 Saturday 02/16/2013 22:00 5 YES Jadee

This evening there was flushing throughout the evening by people standing on the wall 

using flashlights. Police arrived at 9:20. The people remained on the wall without using the 

flashlights and then started them back up just before 10pm. A diver went into the ocean at 

10:15. He used a flashlight in the water. 4 seals came up onto the beach because of the 

diver. When he returned to the beach 15 seals were scared from the right side of the 

beach. A couple of them went to the other side of the beach and the rest into the water
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107 Saturday 02/16/2013 23:00 15 YES Jadee

This evening there was flushing throughout the evening by people standing on the wall 

using flashlights. Police arrived at 9:20. The people remained on the wall without using the 

flashlights and then started them back up just before 10pm. A diver went into the ocean at 

10:15. He used a flashlight in the water. 4 seals came up onto the beach because of the 

diver. When he returned to the beach 15 seals were scared from the right side of the 

beach. A couple of them went to the other side of the beach and the rest into the water

108 Sunday 02/17/2013 11:00 5 Jonathan R. About 5 seals flushed at 10:47, cause unknown

109 Monday 02/18/2013 14:20 34 Ellen 2:20pm - Sea World Rescue Diver flushed 34 seals.

110 Monday 02/18/2013 14:20 30 Nancy

Seaworld rescued an emaciated sea lion.  When about 30 seals flushed during this process, 

a mother seal who would not leave her dead pup also flushed.  Seaworld picked up the 

dead pup.

111 Tuesday 02/19/2013 16:10 106 Cindy B.

4:37 most of seals flushed for no apparent reason, but zoomed camera out at 4:40 and 

noticed 3 people on the beach 10' from mom and pup took photos called police and Sara.  

She advised not to call police when it's tourists.  Only when deliberate - even when they 

are less than 50' from seals.  All but 15 seals and 2 pups flushed.

112 Thursday 02/21/2013 09:00 2 Jeff F. 8:31am - man walking along rope flushed 2 seals into the ocean - over 40'

113 Saturday 02/23/2013 10:30 2 YES Jennifer R. 10:10am - Snorkler flushed 2 seals from rocks

114 Saturday 02/23/2013 13:15 33 YES Jennifer R. No notes

115 Saturday 02/23/2013 14:00 2 YES Jadee No notes

116 Saturday 02/23/2013 15:00 2 YES Jadee 2:50pm - 2 divers entered beach from ocean- 3 people waiting for them

117 Saturday 02/23/2013 15:45 6 YES Nancy
3:45pm - 1 snorkeler woman on the beach at the west end. She sat on a blanket for a long 

time, put her suit on and went out to snorkel in the shallows. The seals were very nervous. 

Several mothers took their pups out in the water & kept watching her.

118 Saturday 02/23/2013 20:00 5 YES Heather R.
8:15pm - Four people on beach, take picture and flushed 5 seals including mom and pup.  

Tide still moving 

119 Saturday 02/23/2013 21:00 2 YES Heather R.
9:20pm - Five people (2 adults and 3 kids) go on the beach, shining flashlight on seals, a 

mom and her pup are flushed in to the water.

120 Monday 02/25/2013 06:35 6 Leeana L.
6:35AM - 2 girls flushed about 5 seals on seaward side of rope taking photos and 

attempting to pet them.

121 Monday 02/25/2013 16:30 50 Shannon 3:53PM - About 50 seals flush for no apparent reason.  

122 Friday 03/01/2013 17:45 15 YES Ellen   4:40 pm: 15 seals flushed when couple went into cave

123 Friday 03/01/2013 23:00 1 Jadee 11:12pm - People viewing seals with torchlight
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124 Saturday 03/02/2013 08:55 10 YES Chris C. 8:55am - 2 more umbrellas &  more chair

125 Saturday 03/02/2013 09:57 3 YES Chris C. 9:13am - Man put chair & umbrella up & flushed 3 seals

126 Saturday 03/02/2013 14:00 4 YES Marilies/Jadee Before 2PM - 5 Beach umbrellas set in sand (only both of the pups on the right side) People 

stayed behind the rope so seals were not  disturbed.  Only minimally by sound it seemed. 

127 Saturday 03/02/2013 16:00 1 YES Jadee/Nancy 3:52pm - 2 Flags down and then sat on chair 

128 Saturday 03/02/2013 21:48 4 YES Jennifer R.
 9:45pm - 2 people flushed mama seal and left pup by stairs, by first pole, police were 

called and I ran down there, I did not call police & don't know who did. But 7 cop cars 

showed  up and took statements because they said they were documenting everything.

129 Sunday 03/03/2013 12:00 15 Nick M./Becker
12:45pm -  2 Spear fishermen that entered from South Casa come to the shore on the far 

side of the pool near the cliff, flush around 30 seals. 

130 Friday 03/08/2013 09:00 2 Jadee
2 seals flushed toward water but didn't leave beach- man past rope backing up for a photo- 

when he saw he moved away so no additional seals flushed

131 Saturday 03/09/2013 10:35 12 Abel S. No notes

132 Sunday 03/10/2013 07:24 3 YES Jeff F.
7:24am Person in a red jacket on seaward side of rope.  A few seals seem nervous - 

eventually 2 flushed into Ocean.

133 Sunday 03/10/2013 08:00 3 YES Jeff F.
7:50am - Person wih blue umbrella set up between rope and shoreline close to the wall.  

All seal in the area flushed into the ocean

134 Sunday 03/10/2013 09:03 5 YES Jeff F.
9:03am - 2 people coming out of ocean - flushed seals in area into the ocean - about 5.  1 

was carrying a yellow rope.

135 Sunday 03/10/2013 09:30 4 YES Jeff F. 9:45am -David Pierce flushed 4 seals as he went to sit in his chair.

136 Monday 03/11/2013 06:00 5 YES Jadee 6:03am - 2 People flushed seals, about 4-5 seals 

137 Monday 03/11/2013 17:40 11 YES Marilies

5:50pm - The pup hung out on the North/East side of the beach near the rocks, snuggeling 

up to a big rock that looked similar to a big seal.  Several seals and pups were around.  At 

that time four divers appeared and walked right through the group, actually being very 

close to the abondoned pup. From what I could see about 7 big seals and 4 pups flushed ito 

the water.  The lost pup didn't move.  Some more big seals further away in the rocky area 

looked up , but didn't  flush.  I couldn't see what went on at the rest of the beach as I had 

the camera zoomed in at the divers and the pup. there were also two people at the beach, 

on the wrong side of the rope, waving at the divers.  From behnd they looked like Hunrichs 

and Merrywater, but I can't be sure about that.  Less than ten minutes later the divers 

came back.  At that time I was bumped from the camera and can't report more.

138 Tuesday 03/12/2013 14:00 3 Viena / Jane

2:30pm - 3 seals flushed, although no one had crossed the rope. It appeared that a little 

boy who was viewing near the rope might have gotten a little excited right before the seals 

flushed.
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139 Friday 03/15/2013 16:05 15 Viena
3:56 - Large flush of seals, approximately 15. I immediately zoomed out, but could not 

determine the cause. Maybe this was the diver of 5:55 entering the water?

140 Friday 03/15/2013 17:55 15 Viena
*5:55 - 15 seals flush as a diver emerges from water with an empty yellow bag & a long 

spear-looking rod. I suspect he must have entered the water at 2:28 or 3:56, & caused the 

other large flushes of the day. He did not attempt to interact the seals.

141 Friday 03/15/2013 23:00 10 YES Jadee 10:50pm - 3 people on beach and 1 female flushed the seals.  (Notified Police)

142 Saturday 03/16/2013 08:56 16 YES Chris C.
8:41am Flushed 4 seals including small baby back into the water 9:01am Man in red shirt 

flushed 12 seals 

143 Saturday 03/16/2013 10:00 2 YES Jadee 10:48am - Flush of seals with Umbrella at Waters Edge

144 Saturday 03/16/2013 12:00 2 YES Jadee 11:45am - Person under umbrella set up stack of material.

145 Saturday 03/16/2013 13:00 2 YES Jadee 1pm - 2 divers in water. 1 enters the beach. 

146 Saturday 03/16/2013 14:00 2 YES Jadee No notes

147 Sunday 03/17/2013 04:15 2 YES Abel S.
4:51am - Three people enter beach from the right side (2 seals flushed into the water) 

Police offer escorts them out back up the stairs 

148 Sunday 03/17/2013 07:45 2 YES Jane 1 Lady gets on big rock to photograph.  Mother and a pup flush as a result

149 Sunday 03/17/2013 08:00 10 YES Various
David Pierce went down and put up 2 umbrellas and flushed 10 seals close to the seal wall.

150 Sunday 03/17/2013 19:00 1 Various
All quiet tonight, except for 3 people with cameras that crossed the rope line and 

approached seals less than 2 feet away, one flushed.

151 Wednesday 03/20/2013 09:55 14 Ken S.
9:58am - 14 Seals on right side of the beach flushed into the water, could see no apparent 

reason…nothing on the beach

152 Wednesday 03/20/2013 18:00 4 YES Jeff M.
6:35PM Flush 4 seals from right side of beach near cave by a snorkler coming out of the 

water

153 Wednesday 03/20/2013 19:15 4 YES Jeff M.
6:35PM Flush 4 seals from right side of beach near cave by a snorkler coming out of the 

water

154 Friday 03/22/2013 14:28 3 Viena 2:41pm - A few seals flushed when the group of people on the beach got larger

155 Monday 03/25/2013 18:10 6 Wan Rescue board removed from near rock- about 6 flushed

156 Tuesday 03/26/2013 14:21 3 Viena 2:20pm - 3 seals flush as little girls come down the stairs

157 Thursday 03/28/2013 15:30 85 YES Viena 3:30pm - Diver with spear exits water. 80+ seals flush. 

158 Friday 03/29/2013 05:15 100 Abel S.
5am - Major flushing happened at this time. I moved the camera around to see who or 

what had disturb them. I saw 2 people up on top of stairs on the right side. They were 

talking shook hands and left as I saw the security guard came by. I called Sara and 
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159 Saturday 03/30/2013 12:10 6 YES Jadee/Marilies
12:10pm Two divers go in to the water , about 50 feet away from seals, but still two moms 

and their pups flush.

160 Saturday 03/30/2013 13:00 5 YES Jadee/Marilies

1pm divers walk in to the water crossing the beach in the middle, flushing four seal moms 

and their pups.  Now there are 3 divers and one spear fisherman in the water. Then they 

bring in a hanicapped person to swim.  Jane and I prevent most people to go to the wrong 

side of the rope and slowly some seals return.

161 Saturday 03/30/2013 14:00 1 YES Jadee/Marilies
1:55pm Divers flush seals as they come closer to the rock area. 

162 Saturday 03/30/2013 16:47 7 YES Jane no notes

163 Sunday 03/31/2013 14:30 25 YES Jenn M. No notes

164 Sunday 03/31/2013 16:30 60 YES Deb No notes

165 Monday 04/01/2013 16:40 15 Ellen No notes

166 Saturday 04/06/2013 11:38 3 YES Kathe M. 11:17am - 2 males fighting near pelican rock flushed a few seals

167 Saturday 04/06/2013 12:34 34 YES Kathe M. 12:38pm - Lifeguard said something over the loudspeaker and flushed 34 seals.

168 Sunday 04/07/2013 18:00 8 YES Ilene 6:05pm - David Pierce goes to retrieve his umbrella and chair causing flush

169 Monday 04/08/2013 07:00 8 YES Jennifer R. NO MONITORING FORM ON FILE

170 Saturday 04/13/2013 06:00 4 Roxann 6:30am - Adult Sea Lion walked thru harbor seals causing 4 to flush

171 Saturday 04/13/2013 10:00 4 YES
Jennifer 

R./Roxy 9:52am - Woman on beach with umbrella reading book flushed 4 harbor seals

172 Saturday 04/13/2013 15:00 5 Jadee No notes

173 Sunday 04/14/2013 13:45 10 YES Ellen 1:45pm - David Johnson came down with umbrella, 10 seals flushed.

174 Sunday 04/14/2013 14:00 42 YES Pam

2:00pm - Big flush when divers brought down a diver in a wheelchair. 42 seals left the 

beach & many others moved west. 2 moms with pups were involved in the flush. Moms & 

pups later returned to the beach & nursed.

175 Sunday 04/14/2013 14:15 8 YES Pam 2:15pm - 8 seals flush by lady diver

176 Sunday 04/14/2013 15:30 3 YES Pam 3:00pm Another small flush as divers returned

177 Sunday 04/14/2013 17:10 6 YES Pam 5:10pm - Umbrella people cleaned up and scared seals, 6 flushed in to water.

178 Sunday 04/21/2013 09:08 23 YES Roxy
9:08am - David Pierce walked next to right side of seawall causing flush approximate 20-25 

seals into ocean

179 Sunday 04/21/2013 10:00 5 YES Tamara 10:00am - Man's cell phone went off resulting in 5 seals flushing.

180 Sunday 04/21/2013 11:05 35 YES Tamara

11:05am - Large flush.  No human reason from beach (Andrea said it was the life guard 

boat coming near cove that caused this).  After flush, more people began going oceanside 

of rope
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181 Sunday 04/21/2013 12:15 30 YES Pam
12:15pm - Big flush when beach chair was set up near the water. Over 30 seals flushed 

leaving only about 20 on the beach by the sea wall.

182 Sunday 04/21/2013 14:30 8 YES Pam
2:30pm - There was another small flush by a diver. About 8 seals left to the water. There 

were not many seals there 

183 Monday 04/22/2013 02:03 7 Dale No notes

184 Thursday 04/25/2013 12:15 18 Ruby T. 12:15pm - 2 men fishing at the end of the pier caused flush.

185 Friday 04/26/2013 14:15 37 YES Jadee/Pam
2:15pm - Flush by a diver. He had a rope with something trailing after it. Disturbed seagulls 

added to the flush.

186 Friday 04/26/2013 15:15 15 YES Jadee/Pam
3:15pm - Flush by another diver but only about 15 seals flushed as there were not many on 

the beach at that time.

187 Saturday 04/27/2013 14:20 7 YES Jenn M.
2:20pm - Diver with spear guns David Johnson went up to scare seal on far right - flushed 

him. Just after this Pierce was yelling down to us, "Do you want shake with that? What is 

the sky falling?"  Not sure what he meant, but drama regardless.

188 Monday 04/29/2013 14:25 10 YES Ilene
2:25pm - diver with beard crosses rope and enters water swinging flippers In the air/ flush 

caused (approx 10-15 @ 2:31pm)

189 Tuesday 04/30/2013 08:00 43 Sharon

Major flush as result of City truck throwing hose over the wall and unlocking gate, and for 

some reason, going into the restrooms down below that are closed.  Occurred just before 

8:00 am.

190 Friday 05/03/2013 06:20 8 Jenn M. No notes

191 Friday 05/03/2013 08:30 75 Jenn M. no notes

192 Saturday 05/04/2013 11:00 30 YES Jadee 11:08am - 2 divers entered the water flushing 30 seals. 

193 Saturday 05/04/2013 12:00 50 YES Jadee 11:30am - Diver submerged and flush 50 seals.

194 Sunday 05/05/2013 10:10 34 YES
Tamara/Jenn 

M.  dog barking scared seals closer to water

195 Sunday 05/05/2013 12:00 134 YES Tamara
12:45pm - Scuba diver scared all but 31 seals in to the water.  He was taunting the camera 

afterwards.

196 Sunday 05/05/2013 15:00 30 YES
Jadee/Pam/Jea

nne Light rain just before 4pm flushed 10seals. 

197 Monday 05/06/2013 10:00 70 Leeana L. No noticeable cause to explain the flush of 7 seals at 9:45am

198 Wednesday 05/08/2013 14:00 89 Ellen
At 2 pm, there was a large flush with only about 20 or so seals left on seawall side of 

beach. I did not witness the incident, nor did I see who caused it.

199 Thursday 05/09/2013 13:00 5 Jadee 12:20pm - Diver sitting on rocks. Walks along rock wall.

200 Saturday 05/11/2013 13:00 3 YES Ilene 1:22pm - Another diver puts up umbrella/ several seals flush

201 Saturday 05/11/2013 14:00 3 YES Ilene
1:36pm - Ken Hunrichs crosses rope @ 1:38 he enters water and @ 1:53 he leaves water 

and several seals flush
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202 Monday 05/13/2013 06:00 9 Jenn M. 6:15am -  Security open beach. 9 seals flushed into water he drove away at 6:20

203 Thursday 05/16/2013 15:00 2 Sharon Lifeguard blew airhorn at approx 2:15 and flushed seals.

204 Friday 05/17/2013 11:00 43 YES Sharon

Major flush at 11:02 by 2 other guys walking all across the beach flushing as they went 

along.  Flushed all except 25 seals.  I called police to report and she was not happy.  Took 

report and never asked how many were flushed, and said would let the officers know.  

While talking to her on the phone, the 2 guys left and I told her that they were leaving as I 

was talking to her between 11:04 and 11:06 am.  

205 Saturday 05/18/2013 00:00 4 Jadee 12:02am - Person moved toward seals with flashlight flushed 4 seals and left. 

206 Saturday 05/18/2013 10:24 40 YES Kathe M.
10:24am - Flush of about 40 seals caused by tee shirt vendor putting umbrella up just to 

the north of the stairs to the beach.

207 Saturday 05/18/2013 22:50 50 10:25pm - 1/2 of the seals flush don't see a visual cause 

208 Sunday 05/19/2013 09:10 47 YES Ellen

9:15am - Major Flush. Woman on cell phone standing on bluff side, beyond gazebo on 

water side. She looked directly at camera - may have been talked to by lifeguard (we could 

only hope.) Bob Ewing meanwhile, had set up a chair and backpack on wet side of rope. I 

wonder if she was talking to Bob Ewing to divert camera from him., as he caused no 

further flush! (pure speculation on my part.. Soon followed by family of three children in 

bathing suits and beach toys on wet side.

209 Tuesday 05/21/2013 13:00 20 Sharon/Wan

I was just finishing the above note when the flush occurred.  I don't know what happened 

at 1:50 pm.  Seals gone.  1:55 pm many seals coming back at end near the wall.  Airhorn?  

Lifeguards? Within 10 mins after the flush, many were back and huddled in an area near 

the wall.  No longer all across the beach.    By the end of my shift, more than before were 

back and crowded near the wall.

210 Tuesday 05/21/2013 19:00 2 Jeff M.
7:12pm - girl close to seal flushed it about 12 feet. 7:14pm - girl touched seal and it flushed 

about 10 feet.

211 Wednesday 05/22/2013 09:00 40 Grace R. 8:59am - Mini flush due to 7 baloons flowing up top-the woman left shortly after (baloons 

not captured on sealcam but flush is captured, cause was verified by Roxann Grant)

212 Thursday 05/23/2013 14:15 30 Pam
1:55pm - Small flush of about 30 seals when girl crossed rope to take pictures.  Most seals 

returned right away.

213 Thursday 05/23/2013 15:20 50 Pam

3:05pm - Diver entered water on east side and caused flush of about 50+ seals.  Lifeguards 

responded and took diver from the beach.  Lifeguards added about 15 to the flush, but 

that couldn't be avoided.  
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214 Friday 05/24/2013 13:00 18 Jadee

1:10- 10 people on beach and 18 Seals flushed. SDPD Called. People harrassing seals 

crossing rope and harrassing seals. Description - A total of 10 people (appeared to be high 

school aged) visited the beach. At first respectful of the seals. When one male layed out on 

the rock this caused seals to slowly move. Then one male walked towards seals on the 

beach and kept getting closer as though to pat them. The seal reacted and the male moved 

away. When he persisted the SDPD was called.  The people then started crossing the rope 

and walking up to the seals. One of the seals did not move and 4 people were patting it on 

sea side of rope.  The seals started to flush towards the ocean. The people were taking 

some photographs and harrassing seals on both sides of the rope. Another call was placed 

with SDPD to alert them of the number of people and the urgency of this incident. The 

person who answered the phone was "unaware there was a seal cam until we explained 

the online web cam. One of the people pointed out the sign on the rope and this was 

ignored by at least half the people.     "

215 Sunday 05/26/2013 15:00 1 YES Carol/Jadee
* 3:09 pm - 4 divers:  John Leek, Cheryl, David Johnson and an unknown person went 

diving and were close to seals but only flushed 2 seals

216 Sunday 05/26/2013 18:20 10 YES Deb
* 5:55 pm - Undetermined flush of 10 seals near sea wall. All seals came back within a few 

minutes.

217 Wednesday 05/29/2013 09:45 7 Grace R. 7 seals flushed after 2 people walk across the beach 

218 Saturday 06/01/2013 09:00 13 YES Jane/Wan

9:00am  - LWan signed onto Webcam in the middle of my 09:00 count. Focused on left side 

toward seawall. I resumed camera control after about 1/2 hour. Meanwhile, all 26 seals 

had left on right side. Unknown cause.

219 Saturday 06/01/2013 12:00 10 YES Jane/Wan * Flush of east side of beach, most likely from Tshirt vendor putting up umbrella.

220 Sunday 06/02/2013 09:20 13 Tamara *unidentified flush

221 Monday 06/03/2013 11:15 117 Wan/Sharon
11:48am - 2 divers enter water- flush 124 seals from beach (Note: flushing counts averaged 

based on Wan & Grace reports)

222 Tuesday 06/04/2013 08:00 40 Ellen

7:40am - Man in black clothing raised his hands. He was sitting on bench near gazebo, then 

he left heading north.  Seals reacted to something (him or possible  truck), seals reacted to 

him or noise with a small flush of about half the seals on the bluff side (possibly 40 seals). 

Only one remained. By 0900 they had not returned.

223 Tuesday 06/04/2013 14:00 4 Jadee No notes

224 Tuesday 06/04/2013 17:00 5 Jadee Noticed 5 seals flush at 5:04pm. 2 divers enter beach from ocean.  
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225 Sunday 06/09/2013 17:05 20 YES Deb/Jane

5:05 pm - One of the Waggoner twin boys climbed down the sea wall to the rock below 

and dove into the pool and caused flush of 20 seals. The ranger had just left, and the 

lifeguards did not want to cite, so I called the police and filed a complaint. Two officers 

arrived at the beach and took my statement. Unfortunately the Waggoner boys were not 

around at the time. (Jane can provide info on Incident # and officer names.)

226 Tuesday 06/11/2013 08:30 21 YES Ellen
08:30am Appeared to be deliberate flush (of 20 seals) by one man, who entered water 

about mid-beach and seals flushed. Police called. Incident Report # 19635.

227 Thursday 06/13/2013 11:00 15 Grace R. 11:30am Flush of 15 seals. Unknown cause.

228 Friday 06/14/2013 11:00 17 Grace R. 10:21am - Lifeguard brought surfboard down-flushed 17 seals 

229 Friday 06/14/2013 17:25 59 Wan 5:25pm- 2 swimmers crossed by CPB near end of sea wall- flushed 59 seals

230 Saturday 06/15/2013 11:30 8 YES Pam

Pam - Sunny & warm - low surf - Many people on ocean side of the rope. Many divers. 

Many swimmers. Seals were very skittish all day. They tried to haul out, but were 

constantly scared away. They twins ran wild across the beach and over the seawall railings. 

They were on the rocks west of the seawall so I believe that is why no seals were there. 

The 8 seals at 11:30 were flushed - I don't know why, and never returned.

231 Saturday 06/15/2013 14:00 2 YES Pam

2pm Diver in water swims close to seals and 2 people walk over to the rocks. Only 2 seals 

remaining on those rocks. These seals then are flushed. Another diver joins to total 3 

divers. No seals are remaining and 0 seals also in water. 

232 Monday 06/17/2013 08:15 20 Shannon
Camera had no operator on it between 8:30am and 9am so no information about cause of 

flush

233 Monday 06/17/2013 09:00 73 Shannon
Camera had no operator on it between 8:30am and 9am so no information about cause of 

flush

234 Tuesday 06/18/2013 08:00 45 Ellen

8:40am - About 45 left beach. I did not see whole picture, just last few sliding into water. 

Did not seem to be panicky.    All seals on rocks stayed put. Family on seawall, no one on 

beach.Unknown cause.

235 Thursday 06/20/2013 14:20 13 Jadee 2:30pm - 13 seals flush unknown reason.

236 Thursday 06/20/2013 17:00 2 Jadee 5:44pm - Diver enters water - Flush 2 seals.

237 Friday 06/21/2013 08:00 80 Shannon
8:12am - flush- no apparent reason- 48 remaining after flush-possibly arrival of sea lion

238 Friday 06/21/2013 10:00 27 Jadee 10:30 - 4 snorkerlers enter water - flush 27 seals.

239 Friday 06/21/2013 11:00 10 Jadee
11:28 - Unknown flush of remaining 10 seals on beach. This is after people left beach. 

Possible disruption from people on sea wall.

240 Saturday 06/22/2013 09:58 45 Various
9:58am - lifeguard entered water on surf board- flushed over 40 seals from east side of 

beach, a few minites later more seals flush on west side.
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241 Saturday 06/22/2013 12:00 4 Various No notes

242 Saturday 06/22/2013 14:10 10 Ranger Rich
10 of 60 seals flushed, possibly because of noise on seawall. I swimmer in water approx. 

150 ft away

243 Saturday 06/22/2013 15:00 5 Various No Notes

244 Sunday 06/23/2013 13:00 18 YES Pam/Tamara
1:15pm - Flush of about 15 and another flush of about 10 around 1:25 caused by diver 

(John Leek) entereing and swimming in the water.

245 Sunday 06/23/2013 13:08 20 YES Pam/Tamara Same as above

246 Sunday 06/23/2013 16:26 25 Ranger Rich
2 Sea World techs tried to rescue injured seal, flushing 25-30 and did not recover seal

247 Sunday 06/23/2013 20:00 4 Tamara 803pm - Lifeguard removing surfboard scared seals.

248 Tuesday 06/25/2013 04:22 76 Wan

4:28am - flush of 76 seals- no one operating camera so did not pan out to sidewalk, street 

or seawall to determine cause. 6am - a large semi truck was parked across the parking area- 

this may have been cause of flush

249 Tuesday 06/25/2013 21:02 32 YES Jeff M.

Flush at 9:02 two people behind the rope.  Man gesturing wildly in conversation with 

another. 9:38pm - couple with dog on the beach scare the seals to the seaward side of the 

rope. 9:45pm - couple with dog crossed the rope to the seaward side and ran at the seals 

and scared all of the seals from the middle of the beach then ran up the stairs and left.  

Called the police but they are gone now and the police haven't shown up.

250 Wednesday 06/26/2013 05:35 44 Mollie
5:30am - Man on wall apparently taking pictures with tablet flsushes seals, 28 seals left 

beach. 

251 Wednesday 06/26/2013 06:55 40 Mollie 6:56am - Woman walking on wall with dog flushes  seals, only 3 left.

252 Thursday 06/27/2013 12:00 3 Jadee

12:40pm - People on beach cause gradual flush and obvious flush of 2 seals as boy 

approaches closer 12:48pm - Final sick seal pup is flushed off the beach from people 

standing close for photographs. 9 people on beach in total.

253 Friday 06/28/2013 06:00 6 Mollie

At about 6:00 a woman wearing a red halter top (or bathing suit top) and a pulled down 

wet suit went down to the water.  She flushed between 3 and 10 seals. She may to be 

associated wit the lady yesterday that was here for over an hour.  They chatted. The same 

lady that was here yesterday also stayed along time today 

254 Friday 06/28/2013 06:52 30 Pam swimmer enetered beach far west and flushed 30-40 seals- some returned quickly

255 Friday 06/28/2013 07:15 35 Pam
7:15am - girl walking mid point on stairs- dragging flippers- shoes clanks- seals so jumpy 

almost anything flushes them

256 Friday 06/28/2013 08:00 20 Pam Wan  - 8:12- all seals alarmed- head towards water-about 20 seals flush

257 Friday 06/28/2013 14:00 4 Jadee
2:42pm - 3 seals flushed from number of people on the beach. 2:56pm - 1 seal flushed by 

people 

258 Friday 06/28/2013 15:00 4 Jadee 3:15pm - 1 seal flush 3:17 - 2 seals flush 3:26 - 1 seal flushed3:42 - final seal flush
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259 Friday 06/28/2013 20:00 3 Tamara *8:05 three seals houl out center of beach.  2 men rapidly approach and flush

260 Friday 06/28/2013 21:29 10 Tamara no notes

261 Saturday 06/29/2013 05:50 20 Shannon
6:18- man on seawall settip up tripod, spooked seals, small flush. 6:25- seals move towrds 

water as man walks on sea wall

262 Saturday 06/29/2013 20:00 4 Tamara As soon as I would do a count, something would always flush the seals

263 Saturday 06/29/2013 20:30 7 Tamara As soon as I would do a count, something would always flush the seals

264 Saturday 06/29/2013 20:57 10 Tamara As soon as I would do a count, something would always flush the seals

265 Sunday 06/30/2013 06:00 30 Mollie/Tamara
6:38 flush of 30 seals- 2 people on sea wall

266 Sunday 06/30/2013 07:55 6 Mollie/Tamara
**  Seagulls flushed the seals.

267 Monday 07/01/2013 08:00 50 Wan

8:05am - flush of 25 seals from west side 8:29am - flush of 20-30 seals center of beach- 

sosme returned 8:39am - major flush from pumping of septic 8:52am - additional flush 

from removal of hose for pumping

268 Monday 07/01/2013 09:23 20 Wan

9:45am - woman with long pole and bottle attached goes down through seals to take 

sample of water- flushed about 20 seals- then walks to stairs and begins recording data 

with 2 men

269 Monday 07/01/2013 11:00 2 Wan 11:30am - small flush onen ast side by woman on other side of rope

270 Monday 07/01/2013 14:00 18 Sharon

Clear and sunny; got on at 2 and watched the 2 divers/snorkelers getting ready on the 

beach to go in.  There were 15 seals on the beach at 2.  Flushed at 2:10 and then 3 left; and 

then divers kept moving toward the wall and by 2:13 no seals left.  All flushed.   I am not 

good at feet so I don't know how many feet they were away from the seals when they 

flushed. After a long 17 mins, snorkelers came out of the water at 2:27 pm  At 2:55 the 

snorkelers left the beach.  (Note: flushing count averaged between 15 - 20, based on 

LaDuke and Wan reports)

271 Tuesday 07/02/2013 12:00 10 Jadee 12:20 - Seals alarmed and 10 flushed. People running on beach

272 Wednesday 07/03/2013 06:55 20 Various 6:52pm - flush of seals by two divers- 20 seals flushed

273 Wednesday 07/03/2013 10:10 17 Ellen
10:50am - Life guard placed board leaning against pole holding rope. Suspect cause of 

flush, but not captured on camera.  One seal left on submarine rock

274 Wednesday 07/03/2013 11:30 1 Ellen
11:30am - People begin entering sea side of beach through 3 ft opening  in absence of seals 

except one remaining on submarine rock.

275 Wednesday 07/03/2013 15:00 4 YES Jadee 3:45pm - Diver in water. This gradually flushes 4  seals on rocks.

276 Wednesday 07/03/2013 17:00 2 YES Jadee

5:10pm - seal attempts to find somewhere on beach & people approach water - 2 people 

in water and it is flushed. People stood in the water waiting for the seals and it scared 

them away. 5:30pm - Another seal attempts to come to land and many people race up to 

the seal. 5:37pm -People in water flush seal in water.
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277 Wednesday 07/03/2013 19:00 4 Jeff M. 7:30pm - 5 seals on beach 3 people within 10 feet, 4 seals flush

278 Wednesday 07/03/2013 21:24 30 Jeff M.
9:23- 30pm - seals flush from 2 men going on seaward side of rope- after they flush the 

seals they run away

279 Thursday 07/04/2013 06:00 27 YES Mollie

At approximately 6:20 (Maybe 6:25) A man in a Orange sweat shirt (Beach Open)walked 

beyond the rope came down onto the beach.  While he was there the last seal on the right 

side of the beach left.  He was motioning to people on the bench above and they may have 

been shouting or otherwise scaring the seal.  The seal left.  He walked down the beach to a 

close approach to the camera.  He first threw what appeared to be his shoes.  He then 

threw a rock at the camera. The rock must have hit the camera because I was immediately 

knocked off the camera and could not get back on.  When he showed up on the beach he 

waved at the camera,   Incedent report 06382 

280 Friday 07/05/2013 07:20 18 Shannon
7:20am - flush of18 seals-lady on beach approched seals across rope- taking photos 0- 2 

others join her

281 Friday 07/05/2013 08:24 13 Shannon 8:24am - Man runs dog on seawall to end an back, causes flush of 13 seals

282 Friday 07/05/2013 10:42 16 YES Carol 10:42am - 2 divers from far eas side flushed 16, rest of seals very skittish

283 Saturday 07/06/2013 09:55 20 Jadee/Ellen
*  Flush caused by lifeguard surfboard being place in center of beach/flush started as soon 

as he came down stairs

284 Saturday 07/06/2013 10:20 13 Jadee/Ellen
**  Flush caused by photographer with old time camera and black "cape" cover behind 

rope on far west side of beach

285 Saturday 07/06/2013 14:45 8 YES CK/Sharon No notes

286 Saturday 07/06/2013 15:00 10 YES CK/Sharon

3 pm Ewing on beach in chair.  3:10 pm 10 seals went in when opened umbrella; several 

came back out within minutes.  3:10 ranger came on beach and smoozing with Ewing for 

some time. 3:38 another guy came on and added his blue umbrella.   

287 Saturday 07/06/2013 15:10 15 Ranger Rich Man inside rope set up chair and umbrella about 125' from seals flushing 15 of 60

288 Saturday 07/06/2013 16:00 15 YES CK/Sharon  At 4:10 diver went in flused seals

289 Saturday 07/06/2013 16:10 15 Ranger Rich Man entered water about 75' feet from closest seal, flushing 15 of 66

290 Monday 07/08/2013 15:46 15 Ranger Rich 15 of 35 seals flushed for unknown reasons on beach or in water

291 Tuesday 07/09/2013 08:30 35 Ellen

8:15am - flush of 35 seals- 25 stayed on beach, four stayed on rocks under seawll- 2 people 

on wall- 2 large industrial trucks in parking spaces closest to stairs down to sand.  One 

truck was from Cartwright Pest Control

292 Tuesday 07/09/2013 14:00 2 Jadee
1:47pm - Person on beach walks to water edge and flushes 1 seal from rock. 1:51pm - 7 

people at water edge - flush last seal from rock

293 Friday 07/12/2013 06:38 40 Various
6:38am - large flush - possibly workman wearing a work helmet seen leaving far end of 

seawall soon after flush- camera did not see prior to flush
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294 Friday 07/12/2013 20:29 9 YES Theresa M.
Very bright flashlight^ minutes before there were 15 seals west of center and then flushed 

into ocean-flashlight

295 Saturday 07/13/2013 05:56 15 Shannon no notes

296 Saturday 07/13/2013 08:00 1 No notes

297 Saturday 07/13/2013 09:28 2 no notes

298 Saturday 07/13/2013 20:00 5 Tamara 8:39 pm-flush 5 seals on west side/people on sea wall

299 Sunday 07/14/2013 07:04 8 Tamara
7:38am -  8 seals flush - remainder stay at water's edge 38-a and 32-b  only visible change 

is 5 adults and 3 kids on wall

300 Sunday 07/14/2013 09:15 16 Tamara

**9:15 am-flushed mostly from center; apparently a little girl dropped something off 

seawall onto rocks below and scared the seals. I did not hear or see this, but she and her 

Grandmother came up to the lifeguard station and explained the situation to the lifeguards 

trying to decide how to retrive the item ( I overheard the conversation) 

301 Sunday 07/14/2013 09:21 5 Tamara
***9:21 am-girl's mother climbed over sea wall to retrieve the item that was dropped.

302 Sunday 07/14/2013 20:55 12 Tamara
8:55 pm-flush/exact number unknown/guess made based on count at 8:38 pm/nobody 

visible on sea wall/2 people on landing

303 Monday 07/15/2013 06:30 52 YES Shannon
6:30- 2 girls on seawall deliberately flushed seals- clapping hands, running around, etc. 

Police came and issue citation.

304 Monday 07/15/2013 09:00 60 YES Shannon
9am- large flush occurred- unknown cause but construction activity was reported to have 

begun around 9am with demolition and a crane

305 Monday 07/15/2013 09:40 16 YES Shannon No notes

306 Tuesday 07/16/2013 08:15 60 SP/Ellen 7:50 very large flush- email from Roxann- Western Dirt caused the flush- construction- she 

has flush on video along with pictures of operator- Note: pool means near waters edge

307 Tuesday 07/16/2013 08:45 1 SP/Ellen no notes

308 Wednesday 07/17/2013 07:30 20 Ellen 7:30am - #20 flushed. Roxy said a noisy truck passed by. 

309 Wednesday 07/17/2013 07:35 37 Ellen

7:35am - Woman with dog on seawall. Flushed all remaining seals from sand. 6 remained 

on rocks. She seemed to be aware of flush and was in no hurry to leave for several 

minutes. I called police to report. They came within 10 minutes, but did not see woman. I 

had given police my name and phone number. No call from them as of now (10:40

310 Wednesday 07/17/2013 19:55 1 Jeff M. 7:45pm - girl enters water to take a picture - one seal flushes from about 15 feet
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311 Wednesday 07/17/2013 22:00 40 YES Mollie

Tonight at about 22:10.  Four people on the wall shined very bright wide lights on the 

seals.  This caused most of the seals to leave the beach.. women.  The men were wearing 

dark pants and light tops.  The woman was wearing clothes that were the same darkness 

for both top and pants. I called the police.   The indecent is P13070033796. The police said 

they would send someone out.  The people left the visual area of the wall and the camera 

and I could not pick them up again.

312 Thursday 07/18/2013 09:00 34 Ellen/Jadee
9:00 Big flush with 24 left on beach.. Many stayed swimming around submarine rock. I saw 

one construction worker behind upper level wall

313 Thursday 07/18/2013 09:15 20 Ellen/Jadee 9:34 - Disturbance - slow migration toward water, but many still sleeping on sand.

314 Thursday 07/18/2013 12:45 5 Various

12:45  Approx 12:45, two people walked out on wall.  Had flashlight.  Five seals flushed.  

They were shining light on other side of wall as well.   By 1:00, seal count was back to 

original plus one, so they must have returned.  Also called police to report incident - no. 

34044

315 Friday 07/19/2013 21:30 17 Tamara

7:00pm-  I was at Jane's, not sure what happened, but my computer crashed.  When I left 

Jane's shortly before 8 pm, I stopped by the beach and there were many people across the 

rope and crowding about 5 seals against the sea wall. I saw a lifeguard on the sidewalk and 

asked him if he had spoken to the people. He said he had not, but his partner was on the 

beach at that moment speaking to the people.  About 5-7 people ignored his request and 

still were very close to the seals (< 10 feet). 

316 Saturday 07/20/2013 08:40 14 Ellen

At 7:40am - About 14 flushed because of four people on sand between seals and rope line. 

They stayed a few minutes then left beach via center stairs. I picked up phone, but did not 

complete call as camera caught flush - but I didn't see people soon enough to connect 

them with flush-even though I know they did it. Looked  very much like uneducated 

(unaware) tourists.

317 Sunday 07/21/2013 06:00 20 Tamara/Ellen
6:45 am: small flush west side was me saying good morning to the seals from sea wall.  I 

scared them :(

318 Sunday 07/21/2013 08:52 10 Tamara/Ellen ^Lifeguard brought surfboard down.  He was careful and flushed 10.

319 Monday 07/22/2013 06:28 90 Shannon 6:28am- person on seawall caused small flush
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320 Monday 07/22/2013 12:37 10 Tamara

Note 1:  INCIDENT 13070041719 around 12:20, 4 people were on the wall.  At first I 

thought they were taking pictures, then they began shining lights on seals for few minutes.  

A few seals moved toward water.  I called police. Location of seals: primarily  - a, near sea 

wall; small group of 8 or so near c, east side. Note 2:  INCIDENT 13077041736   Two men 

showed up on beach and began harassing seals, near wall side, from rope.  They crossed 

under the rope and began waving their arms, looked like they were throwing sand, yelling, 

going back and forth under the rope doing this. One seal, about 5 feet away (seal was on 

the seaward side of rope), was very, very agitated and started going toward them.  They 

continued to harass this seal.  Seals in the vicinity began moving away/leaving beach.  Hard 

to say how many - 10? 

321 Monday 07/22/2013 12:43 20 Tamara

Note 3:  Police gave this incident the same number, but it was different people.  Four men 

went down to beach, took pics of sign and went under rope.  They approached the small 

group of seals on the east side and flushed all eight or so of them.  Then they moved to the 

other side of the beach by wall and a huge group (at least 20) left the beach.  The men 

stayed on the seaside of the rope for a few minutes, thenpolice arrived and they went up 

stairs to meet police.

322 Tuesday 07/23/2013 02:05 16 Tamara

After I took 2am count, three people went down on beach and walked under the rope at 

center of beach. Walked up to seals, taking pics, and walked in midst of seals.  Several 

seals left beach; I called police, who arrived quickly.  It appeared that 15 or so seals left 

beach;

323 Tuesday 07/23/2013 08:45 7 Ellen No notes

324 Thursday 07/25/2013 01:00 22
Tamara/Theres

a no notes

325 Thursday 07/25/2013 08:00 21 Ellen

8:03 One man on seawall - Looking seaward. When he turned around, he held a 

orange/reddish mass like a wrapped up . badminton net and swung it over the inner side 

of the seawall.   Seals at first alerted then 21 flushed.  Man continued to stand at end of 

seawall then stopped to look at remaining 11 seals. In a few short minutes all of the 

remaining seals fled into the water Police called at 8:15, I gave description of the man 

Dispatcher asked me if I wanted police to respond.  I said I thought the man had left the 

seawall by now incident number 47629

326 Thursday 07/25/2013 14:00 1 Jadee 1:47 - Diver out of water - flushes 1 seal from rock
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327 Thursday 07/25/2013 15:00 5 Sharon

At 337 a diver came in the just to the right of middle of the beach and flushed 5 of 17 seals 

then on the beach.  There were 12 left at 3:40.Guy left the beach at 3:42.  At 4 there were 

15 so 3 came back.  I have a great picture of the guy and his face on the cam at 3:40.  Guy 

kept going back and forth on the beach cleaning his flippers I guess, and he was sort of 

careful not to get too close to them.  That is why only 5 flushed.  I knew how many there 

were when flushed because I had counted them at 3:30.S 

328 Thursday 07/25/2013 18:00 5 Sharon

At 5:04 something flushed the seals and 6 left and 12 were on beach at 5:06.  Caught a kid 

coming down the beach toward the wall and he climbed up and I took a picture of him and 

his family.  Appears he jumped over the wall and came toward the seals and I did not see 

him at first.  Then 6 flushed and the kid headed back toward his family and back over the 

wall and that is where I caught him.  

329 Friday 07/26/2013 06:00 59 Shannon flush at 6am- no visible reason- 

330 Friday 07/26/2013 12:22 5 Jane

Between 12:22 and 12:33 pm the snorkelers stood, 1 by the waterline and 1 in the water 

knee deep taking off his fins. The seals gradualy left the rocks one by two by one, so there 

were none left.

331 Monday 07/29/2013 00:30 4 Jane 12:30 - 3 peopl run seaward of the rope at the seals to 20' away, ~4 flush

332 Monday 07/29/2013 00:43 20 Jane

12:43am 4 people on wall and 1 climbs down to sand and at a distance of 10' flushes 20 

seals, then climbs back up and all 4 walk south on wall. Called the police #55123 and police 

dispatched.

333 Saturday 08/03/2013 07:25 15 Tamara * Man on seawall photographing scared the seals.

334 Saturday 08/03/2013 09:10 30 Tamara

** seals scared of lifeguard surfboard.  Lifeguard merely walked outside gate (with 

surfboard over head) and the seals immediately flushed.  Lifeguard had not even reached 

landing.

335 Saturday 08/03/2013 10:00 6 YES Pam/Catherine
10:25am - Snorkelers flushed 6 seals from rocks. 1 seal returned after 10 minutes.

336 Sunday 08/04/2013 10:17 16 Lisa 10:27am - Small inadvertent flush of 16 seals 

337 Sunday 08/04/2013 14:09 6 Ranger Rich 2 presidential helicopters flew low over beach, flushing 24 of 30

338 Thursday 08/08/2013 06:30 28 Roxann no notes

339 Saturday 08/10/2013 07:40 7 Tamara All flushes seem to have been caused by seagulls.

340 Saturday 08/10/2013 08:35 7 Tamara All flushes seem to have been caused by seagulls.

341 Saturday 08/10/2013 10:00 12 Tamara All flushes seem to have been caused by seagulls.

342 Monday 08/12/2013 07:30 96 Roxann 7:15 AM - All seals flushed, probably due to construction (back hoe, jack hammer)

343 Sunday 08/18/2013 08:35 6 Tamara * 2 people across rope on east side. Seagulls all flew up and scared the seals.
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344 Sunday 08/18/2013 09:20 5 Tamara ** 3 women snorkelers entered the water at center of beach ~25-30 feet from seals.

345 Wednesday 09/04/2013 21:00 20 YES Deb

9:00pm - Three divers were in the water just outside the pool with very bright lights and 

flashing them all over, speaking loudly and laughing. When they came into the pool they 

shone their lights on the beach where a group of about 20 seals were huddled close to the 

sea wall. Due to the brightness of the lights, all of the seals flushed.

346 Friday 09/06/2013 07:45 70 Roxann
7:45am - A gust of wind picked up and tumbled 2 huge vision boards down the wall by 

showers & accidentally flushed 70 seals. The boards will be secured from this point on. 

347 Tuesday 09/10/2013 07:10 30 Roxann
7:10am - I accidentally flushed 30 seals while on the sea wall, I was looking for the injured 

juvenile from yesterday.

348 Saturday 09/14/2013 06:55 17 Deb 6:55am - 17 seals flushed by tourist slapping shoes together to get sand off of them.

349 Saturday 09/14/2013 08:40 9 Deb
8:40am - A car pulled up near lifeguard trailer and revved engine several times, loudly; 9 

seals flushed.

350 Saturday 09/14/2013 10:45 65 Jane
10:45am - Flush of about 65 seals by brand new lifeguard carrying rescue board down on 

his head.

351 Saturday 09/14/2013 11:00 32 YES Jane 11:00am - Bob Ewing set up 2 chairs and closed umbrella, flushed 32 seals from east end.

352 Monday 09/16/2013 07:05 12 YES Roxann
7:05am - 1 fisherman on wall flushed some seals (about 12); most returned within a few 

minutes.

353 Monday 09/23/2013 06:45 45 Roxann 6:45am - 45 Seals flushed because of city's blower machine.

354 Wednesday 09/25/2013 07:00 2 Roxann 7:00am - 2 seals flush when wind pushes sound boards over.

355 Wednesday 09/25/2013 15:30 25 Ranger Rich
3:30pm - 25 year old white male crossed rope, walked towards 40 seals, got to within 10 

feet of them at which point he flushed 25 of 40 seals.

356 Thursday 09/26/2013 07:00 2 Roxann 7:00am - 2 seals flush when sound board fell because of the wind.

357 Friday 09/27/2013 06:50 50 Roxann

6:50am - 50 seals flush because of lady posing on the beach.  A lady went down to the 

beach right behind rope (did not pass the rope) laid down posing so that her husband 

could take a picture. The moment she went on the sand & started posing at least 50 seals 

flushed. The lady got up right away and got off the sand and went onto the seawall. Doyle 

Hanan had a talk with the lady about the protection of the seals and she explained she had 

no idea... he told her to read the signs. yay for Doyle! Some of the seals came back. 

358 Friday 09/27/2013 09:00 7 Roxann 9:00am - 1 guy went under the rope for 2 seconds, causing 7 seals to flush.

359 Saturday 09/28/2013 07:20 12 YES Tamara/Jane 7:20am - 12 seals flush due to female diver carrying big duffle bag.

360 Saturday 09/28/2013 08:05 5 YES Tamara/Jane 8:05am - John Leek crossed rope on the east side, causing 5 seals to flush.
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361 Thursday 10/03/2013 09:40 50 Roxann 9:40am - A family went to rope line, causing about 50 seals to flush.

362 Friday 10/04/2013 08:50 65 Roxann 8:50am - A huge flush (65 seals) occurred when a dog jumped over the wall by the bench.

363 Saturday 10/05/2013 08:10 20 Ranger Rich 8:10am - Man walked on to beach behind rope, flushed 20 of 80 seals.

364 Sunday 10/06/2013 08:20 18 Tamara
8:20am - All seals flushed from beach. Unknown cause - nobody on beach - perhaps loud 

boat motor in ocean (?)

365 Saturday 10/12/2013 07:18 100 YES Ranger Rich
7:18am - 1 male, 1 female, lobster flishermen / snorklers exited water at mid-beach, 

flushing 100 of 220 seals.

366 Sunday 10/13/2013 18:15 23 YES Deb

6:15pm - There were three fishermen and two young guys with lobster traps on lines in the 

pool at the end of the seawall. One of the lobster fishermen pulled a trap out of the water, 

while the other one threw seaweed from a bucket into the pool. 23 seals flushed, but soon 

about half of them came back to shore.   

367 Friday 10/25/2013 08:40 80 YES Ranger Rich
8:40am - 2 snorklers exited water at mid-beach, walking right through the seals, flushing 

all 80 of them.

368 Saturday 11/02/2013 11:25 7 YES Pam
11:25am - Three more divers arrived. Caused a flush of 7 seals when they were swimming 

close by.

369 Sunday 11/03/2013 12:25 10 YES Ranger Rich
12:25pm - White female about 65 years old crossed rope and walked to water, about 50 

feet from closest seal, flushing 10 of 80.

370 Sunday 11/03/2013 12:57 35 YES Ranger Rich
12:57pm - Man pulled hoop net out of water from end of breakwater, flushing 35 of 62 

seals.

371 Sunday 11/03/2013 16:00 13 YES
Deb & 

Chandler

4:00pm - SeaWorld rescued an adult seal (black with white spots) with a rope around its 

neck. They were able to catch seal in a net, and cut off rope, and then release seal. 13 

other seals flushed.

372 Sunday 11/03/2013 16:35 3 YES
Deb & 

Chandler

4:35pm - 2 divers flushed 2 seals off beach, and 1 off submarine rock, when entering  

water.

373 Sunday 11/03/2013 16:50 6 YES
Deb & 

Chandler
4:50pm - 2 divers flushed remaining seals by going in/out of water.

374 Monday 11/04/2013 14:25 80 YES Ranger Rich 2:25pm - D. Johnson swam in to Pool, flushing 80 of 175 seals.

375 Monday 11/07/2013 14:00 2 YES Nancy
2:00pm - There was a group of people from Italy picking up stones off the seawall and 

throwing them at the seals. They flushed 2 pups .

376 Wednesday 11/09/2013 08:20 10 Lisa 8:20am - 10 seals flushed, cause unknown.

377 Wednesday 11/09/2013 08:48 61 Lisa
8:48am - Lifeguard flushed 61 seals by banging his paddle board. About 15-20 onlookers 

told him to stop and expressed outrage.

378 Thursday 11/14/2013 08:30 60 YES Roxann/Else 8:30am - Fighting seagulls scared seals & flushed about 60 of them.

379 Friday 11/15/2013 11:40 60 Pam 11:40am - A backhoe started up and flushed about 60 seals.  They slowly returned.

380 Sunday 11/17/2013 08:30 6 Tamara 8:30am - Small flush (6) when 2 people went down to take pictures. 
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381 Sunday 11/24/2013 12:07 9 Ranger Rich
12:07pm - 2 unknown swimmers swam in to Pool and then swam out without coming 

ashore, flushing 9 of 10 seals.

382 Sunday 11/24/2013 12:10 8 YES Pam 12:10pm - 2 swimmers came in from the cove & caused a flush of 8 seals.

383 Monday 11/25/2013 07:50 30 Roxann
7:50am -  Accidental flush when photographer's light screen fell off seawall & dropped in 

ocean. The guy was very apologetic.

384 Tuesday 11/26/2013 07:30 25 Roxann 7:30am - 25 flushed because of city worker cleaning trash by gazebo (Unintentional).

385 Monday 12/02/2013 14:23 18 Ranger Rich
2:23pm - Lifeguard rescue boat approached to within 50 feet of breakwater tip, flushing all 

18 seals.

386 Saturday 12/14/2013 09:15 20 YES Pam/Nancy
9:15am - Major flush by 3 divers who were informed of the risk of a flush before they 

continued on down the stairs.

387 Saturday 12/14/2013 10:30 25 YES Pam/Nancy 10:30am - Major flush as same divers returned.

388 Saturday 12/14/2013 11:30 40 YES Ranger Rich 11:30am - 3 divers exited water 100 feet from closest seal, flushing 40 of 65.

389 Wednesday 12/18/2013 15:30 40 Roxann
3:30pm - Large bang, about 40 seals flushed. No idea where noise came from. Rope has 

been cut 2 days in a row. 

390 Saturday 12/21/2013 12:15 10 Ranger Rich

12:15pm While contacting older couple with 3 dogs on beach, one dog got loose.  Crossed 

under rope and got to 10 feet of closest seal.  Male owner retrieved dog, flushing 10 of 120 

seals.  Instructed couple to leave.

391 Sunday 12/22/2013 16:00 40 YES Ranger Rich 4:00pm - Two spear fishermen exit water at mid-beach, flushing 40 of 85 seals.

392 Friday 12/27/2013 13:00 1 YES Various 1:00pm - One man crossed rope to enter cave & flushed one pup.

393 Monday 12/30/2013 12:30 20 YES Roxann/Jane 12:30pm - Sea gulls flying flushed about 20 seals.

394 Tuesday 12/31/2013 12:55 50 Pam
12:55pm - Was a big flush for no apparent reason. One went and then about 50 went. They 

slowly started to return on their own to the west side of the beach.

395 Wednesday 01/01/2014 14:08 2 Ranger Rich
2:08pm - Man and child walked to sea cave about 60 feet from closest seal, flushing 2 of 

120 seals.

396 Wednesday 01/01/2014 14:15 1 Ranger Rich 2:15pm - Woman and child walked towards seals, flushing 1 of 115.

397 Friday 01/03/2014 15:00 2 Nancy

3:00pm - A child hanging his feet over the edge of the sea wall caused 2 seals to flush.  

Running out to the seawall I came across Doyle Hanan and informed him of this and he 

said, "I Know, I'm noting it."  I went out on the sea wall and informed the child's mother 

that we had pregnant seals and that her child was kicking and had scared the seals.  She 

had her back to her children and didn't know, but quickly told them why they had to stop.  

398 Saturday 01/11/2014 11:30 50 YES Pam 11:50am - 3 divers entered water on east side causing a flush of about 50 seals

399 Sunday 01/12/2014 10:45 32 Tamara
10:45am - Flush caused by yellow ballo0n that came into pool and blew up on beach.  I was 

able to retrieve it and dispose of it.

400 Monday 01/13/2014 07:30 39 Roxann
7:30am - 4 teens (2 girls, 2 boys) climbing up seawall & got drenched by wave. One of them 

ran towards seals and flushed them all.
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401 Tuesday 01/14/2014 12:00 35 Pam 12:00pm - 2 people came to test the water and caused a flush of 30-40 seals.

402 Saturday 01/18/2014 08:30 22 Roxann/Pam
8:30am - 22 seals flushed, possibly because of 2 scuba guys in suits named Bare. They were 

driving an Arbon Equipment truck.

403 Saturday 01/18/2014 10:00 5 Roxann/Pam 10:10am - Diver swimming near shore caused the only 5 seals left on the beach to flush.

404 Wednesday 01/22/2014 14:50 2 Ranger Rich
2:50pm - Woman crossed rope and approached within 10 feet of seals to pick up a shell.  

10 of 110 moved, 2 flushed.

405 Sunday 01/26/2014 10:28 20 YES Tamara 10:20am - A woman phtographer with a very large lens causes a flush of about 20 seals.

406 Sunday 01/26/2014 16:30 20 YES Jane 4:30pm - 2 snorklers flushed 20 seals

407 Saturday 02/01/2014 14:30 20 YES Pam
2:30pm - John Leek went down to the water and climbed near the cave causing a flush of 

about 20 seals from center of beach.

408 Saturday 02/01/2014 15:30 30 YES Pam
3:20pm - A swimmer in wet suit entered the water causing a flush of about 30 seals from 

center to west side of the beach.    

409 Sunday 02/02/2014 12:30 8 YES Ranger Rich
12:30pm - John Leek entered the water about 100 feet from closest seal; 8 of 90 seals 

flushed.

410 Monday 02/03/2014 16:15 20 YES Jane/Pam

3:35pm -  A swimmer in a wet suit entered the water on east side and caused a flush. The 

swimmer remained in the water for a long time (over an hour) which kept the seals from 

returning.   

411 Saturday 02/08/2014 15:48 2 YES Various 3:30pm - John Leek arrived and went diving at 3:48pm, flushing 2 seals.

412 Sunday 02/09/2014 15:25 10 YES Various
3:20pm - Girl climbed around sea wall from west side, jumped in the pool and flushed all 

10 seals off beach and rocks.

413 Wednesday 02/12/2014 13:00 2 YES Roxann 1:00pm - David Johnson is sitting in the water and flushes a 2-day old pup and his mother.

414 Saturday 02/15/2014 10:25 20 YES Pam 10:20am - Flush occurred when man went in to swim and splashed, scaring the seals away. 

415 Sunday 02/16/2014 16:30 1 YES Various

3:30 pm - David Johnson crossed rope and set up beach chair and guitar on east side of 

beach, and proceeded to play and sing. One seal flushed when he started singing, although 

many of them watched him nervously as he moved. He also walked around near Pelican 

Rock talking on his phone. 15 minutes later a male friend arrived, and the two of them 

stood on the beach talking until 4:30, when he packed up and left. Many visitors asked 

what he was doing and if it was legal. Luckily we were there until he left, so no one was 

encouraged to cross over and no seals except the one were flushed. His ploy is to 

encourage others to cross the rope and flush the seals for him.

416 Sunday 02/23/2014 14:30 25 YES Jeanne
2:30pm - John Leek jumped off the end of the seawall and flushed all the seals, including at 

least 4 moms with nursing pups. Bryan Pease got the incident on video.
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417 Sunday 02/23/2014 15:15 12 YES Deb
3:20 pm - Diver swam into pool and flushed 12 seals when he exited the water west of 

Pedestal Rock.

418 Sunday 03/02/2014 10:50 30 Ranger Rich
10:50am - A-Frame on mid-level knocked over by young boy; loud noise caused 30 of 165 

seals to flush.

419 Saturday 03/08/2014 16:00 6 Jane/Carol 4:00pm - Jet ski near seawall flushed half a dozen seals.

420 Saturday 03/08/2014 16:07 15 YES Jane/Carol 4:07pm - Man with guitar on the cliff above the cave stood up and flushed 15 seals.

421 Sunday 03/09/2014 12:00 90 Various

12:20pm - Lifeguard rescue from Casa Beach flushed all seals & pups from the beach. 40 

minutes later some moms & pups began returning to the beach. Many moms & pups were 

separated.

422 Monday 03/10/2014 12:01 5 Ranger Rich 12:01pm - Family of 5 crossed the rope to approach seals.  5 of 86 seals flushed.

423 Saturday 03/15/2014 16:00 6 Lisa M./Pam
4:15pm - 6 seals flushed by 2 children coming through the cave from Shell Beach. They 

stopped and went back when they saw the seals.

424 Wednesday 03/19/2014 14:55 3 YES Roxann
2:55pm - 3 seals flushed when 1 swimmer with flippers & 2 swimmers separate from him 

went into the nook.

425 Sunday 03/23/2014 10:00 16 YES Tamara

10:00am - Swimmers swam in from ocean to edge of pool by end of seawall.  16 of the 32 

seals on the beach flushed.  The swimmers did not enter the pool, but it flushed the seals 

anyway.          

426 Sunday 03/23/2014 11:10 12 Pam
11:10am - Flush by 3 picture takers who crossed rope on east corner; about a dozen moms 

& pups flushed.

427 Monday 03/24/2014 14:00 4 Ranger Rich
2:00pm - 3 women and 1 child crossed rope and walked along cliff approaching the seals.  4 

of 120 flushed.

428 Tuesday 03/25/2014 12:40 20 Pam 12:40pm - A very loud man on the sewall caused a flush of about 20 seals.

429 Saturday 03/29/2014 15:10 30 Ranger Rich 3:10pm - 2 women and a dog walked along cliff to cave, flushing 30 of 70 seals.

430 Sunday 03/30/2014 07:50 8 Ranger Rich
7:50am - White male about 17 years old crossed rope to retrieve ball, flushing 8 of 33 

seals.

431 Wednesday 04/09/2014 09:00 1 Jane 9:00am - 2 people on seaward side of rope taking close-up photos; 1 seal left. 

432 Friday 04/11/2014 10:45 85 YES Roxann 10:45am - 3 snorklers exiting the water flushed 85 seals

433 Sunday 04/13/2014 17:20 10 YES Roxann/Deb
5:20pm - 2 snorklers swam into the pool for 10 minutes from Shell Beach. 10 seals flushed 

but came back after they left. 

434 Saturday 04/19/2014 16:00 23 YES Carol

3:55pm - Spear fisherman entered mid beach & flushed about 20-25 seals. I talked to him 

about the pups & entering quietly on east side of beach but he was belligerent & told me 

he didn't know anything about seals. Ranger was not present.

435 Sunday 05/04/2014 08:10 157 Nancy 8:10am -Video taken of a flush of 157 seals by a 13-year old.

436 Sunday 05/04/2014 11:05 72 Pam 11:05am - Lifeguard rescue caused a total flush
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437 Sunday 05/11/2014 17:30 40 Various
5:30pm - Flush of 40 seals when a guy dropped his cell phone & climbed over sea wall to 

retrieve it.

438 Wednesday 05/21/2014 13:00 8 Roxann 1:00pm - 4 youth (around age 10) ran to cave on east side & back, flushing 8 seals.

439 Sunday 05/25/2014 17:58 10 YES Roxann/Ellen
5:50pm - John Leek entered the pool & went in and out of the water, flushing about 10 

seals.

440 Sunday 06/01/2014 14:00 1 Pam

441 Friday 06/13/2014 12:00 1 Brian Pham 12:30pm - 2 paddle boarders went into pool and onto shore. Seals left area.

442 Sunday 06/15/2014 11:15 2 Pam 11:00am - Lady crossed rope to take pictures, flushed seals off rocks

443 Monday 06/16/2014 17:30 3 Nancy
5 swimmers with caps on with numbers written on them swam into the Casa Beach water 

and flushed 3 pups.

444 Saturday 06/21/2014 06:15 55 RG

1st Flush - 2 paddle boarders flushed approx 20 or more.

2nd flush - fisherman clanked bucket end of seawall & flushed 35-40 seals. I went & 

chatted with one of them & asked them to please not do that anymore. The guy said he 

wouldn't.

445 Saturday 06/21/2014 06:30 2 Elena Sabo

Spoke to woman on beach who said at 6:30am there was a flush by paddle boarders, then 

by fisherman, then again by kayakers. Kayakers were spoken to and were very 

understanding.

446 Monday 06/23/2014 15:25 8 YES RG

* David Johnson swimming 6-10 seals went in water & he came out east side non flushed. 

Another swimmer with red cap have sent pics of him before swam in from seal rock area 

but stayed towards end of seawall non flushed. I'll send camera pics in the morning.

447 Sunday 06/29/2014 10:30 20 Pam
Spear fisherman flushed about 20 seals when leaving the water. Seals returns within  20 

minutes. More spear fishers flushed the sick sea lion. 

448 Sunday 06/29/2014 15:00 26 YES RG 26 seals flushed due to Waggoner twins & 2 friends snorkeling.

449 Sunday 06/29/2014 16:00 10 YES JR

Waggoner boys on wall west side, I warned them not to disturb seals, said they would stay 

on wall. 

1 snorkeled in, east side, flushed 10, video taken

450 Saturday 07/05/2014 06:50 90 RG
90+ all took off in 3 groups. The sun was coming out and all were on high alert. Seagulls 

started squawking & off they went.

451 Sunday 07/06/2014 08:20 10 RG
A man on the wall took a picture from the wall and this flushed the young pups into the 

water around 8:20- most of the adults remained

452 Sunday 07/06/2014 10:00 2 Kelly no people were swimming in the water or near the seals.

453 Friday 07/11/2014 11:00 2 Nancy

11:00 Family went onto beach and flushed the pups off of the rocks.  I requested they go 

to South Casa and after walking up and down the beach picking up shells, they left for 

South Casa beach.

454 Saturday 07/12/2014 17:30 6 Terri
6 seals were flushed from the beach from a boy tossing his soccer ball at the rope line, up 

in the air. They returned.
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455 Saturday 07/12/2014 18:30 8 Terri
8 seals were flushed by an adult who retrieved his child's dropped item off the wall, they 

didn't return, 8 more were in the water at the time

456 Thursday 07/17/2014 07:40 100 RG A flock of seagulls flushed 100+ now only 33 seals including one that needs a rescue.

457 Thursday 07/17/2014 08:00 30 RG 2 welders hammering & welding seawall flushed remaining 30

458 Friday 07/18/2014 07:36 147 RG
147 seals flushed due to welding seawall. 1st video 5 min prior showing beach full of seals 

resting.

459 Thursday 07/24/2014 06:45 18 RG Spear fisherman

460 Thursday 07/24/2014 07:15 23 RG
23 seals flushed by returning spear fisherman walked in the middle of beach. 12 seals 

remained

461 Thursday 07/24/2014 18:30 1 Terri Mitchell One young seal on the rocks was flushed by a snorkeler

462 Saturday 07/26/2014 10:50 18 RG
10:35am - SW arrived & by 10:50am the seal pup with line successfully rescued....18 seals 

went into ocean & 1 pup rescued

463 Sunday 07/27/2014 10:00 30 Lori Mendez Thunder flushed seals

464 Friday 08/01/2014 07:20 10 RG A large adult seal started slapping his tail & a bunch flushed around 7:20am.

465 Saturday 08/02/2014 08:33 25 Meg About 25 seals flushed due to a truck making lots of noise

466 Sunday 08/03/2014 06:50 70 RG

70+ flushed at 6:50 due to 4 snorkelers coming in from shell beach into Casa. I was able to 

wave & yell at them to head in the other direction with their go-pros but 70 seals had 

already flushed. The 4 guys were early 20's. Earlier they were climbing all over seal rock 

jumping. Videos sent in.

467 Monday 08/04/2014 07:20 7 RG
At 7:20 an adult belly flopped off west rock & all west side took off. Only 1 elephant seal 

remains & 9 sub/4 west rock.

468 Friday 08/08/2014 08:17 20 RG
Construction started about 20 flushed but several came back...seals on alert & started 

leaving in lil packs.

469 Thursday 08/14/2014 06:30 66 RG 66 seals flushed by 2 spear fishermen crossing rope on east side

470 Sunday 08/17/2014 07:15 30 RG
2 people on beach moving quietly but guy had a go pro on stick & 30 dashed some came 

back. 

471 Sunday 08/17/2014 07:35 22 Lori Mendez

472 Wednesday 08/20/2014 08:20 55 RG

I was on middle benches up top and a family walked to rope line. I was shocked to see the 

lady go under the rope and immediately hollered for her to go back. She looked up & 

pointed to her phone/video. I started waving her to go back and she kept pointing to her 

phone. I continued to wave, she continued to pretend she didn't understand. The family 

came up and didn't speak English.

473 Wednesday 08/20/2014 09:42 10 Nancy
Mini flush of about 10 seals for no known reason.  Seals returned to beach. I walked down 

to see the sea lions and when I returned there were zero seals on the beach at Casa.
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474 Saturday 08/23/2014 07:00 7 RG
7:03 - a lil pack of 7 rushed in water sun coming out + tide coming in...0 people beach or 

seawall

475 Sunday 08/24/2014 11:30 11

476 Monday 08/25/2014 07:06 35 RG

An older guy walked on beach and went on the rocks. I waved him back. He ignored me & 

suddenly went on the beach. I yelled for him to get back while trying to turn on video 

camera. The guy wanted to retrieve a beer can to see if there was any beer left in it. The 

guy left the beer can at the bottom of stairs. Around 35 seals flushed but some came back. 

477 Wednesday 08/27/2014 19:15 1 Terri Mitchell

1 man walked on beach from one end to another with purpose, like he had done it before. 

I suspect he was one of the usual suspects i have heard about doing this before. I did not 

approach him but 1 seal did  leave the rock,  however with the activity of people climbing 

up and down the wall  on the seaward side of the rope, it wasnt surprising.

478 Friday 08/29/2014 07:00 39 RG

A guy with go-pro helicopter was being respectful & video taping the outer edges. 

Suddenly he took the go-pro to the east side & was lowering go-pro until I responded. The 

guy left. I really think he had no idea his go-pro would cause such an issue.

479 Saturday 08/30/2014 07:26 5 Tamara
~ 5-10 seals went into water when man climbed up onto sea wall.  All were scared and 

moved closer to water

480 Saturday 08/30/2014 07:30 10 Tamara
Another ~10 went into water when man on seawall climbed back down onto beach.  Again, 

all were scared and moved closer to water.

481 Saturday 08/30/2014 08:00 30 Meg At about 8:15 a man did cross the rope- he flushed about 30 seals

482 Sunday 08/31/2014 06:00 2 RG
4 more tourists arrived wanted to go on seawall explained to go quietly & they were super 

respectful only 2 seals took off.

483 Thursday 09/11/2014 08:30 73 RG Possibly left due to construction tremors

484 Friday 09/12/2014 07:40 40 RG
A paddle boarder went by outer edges of ocean & alerted 40 seals on the west side & they 

took off around 7:20am

485 Tuesday 09/16/2014 08:00 40 RG Jogger climbed over back of seawall jogged by fence seals alerted west side and all flushed.

486 Thursday 09/18/2014 08:30 40 RG
A lady walked down stairs to pony wall and since it was high tide it alerted all east side and 

the seals took off.

487 Friday 09/19/2014 07:30 40 RG Not exactly sure what flushed seals construction going, sprinkling + high tide east side

488 Saturday 09/20/2014 06:40 100 TM Flush due to SW rescue on east side of beach

489 Saturday 09/20/2014 10:30 12 Pam
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490 Saturday 09/20/2014 07:25 2 Ellen

I spoke to the remaining people on the water side as the seals began to swim close to 

shore. One family remained on the seaward side until about 7 15 pm.  As they began to 

leave, the adult male strode down to waters edge to rinse feet to put shoes on. Two seals 

had just come up on the water line,  but flushed as he entered the water. Family left 

shortly thereafter. by 7:25, about 12 seals had come out of the water. Tourists were 

behind the rope, but taking flash photos.

491 Sunday 09/21/2014 11:15 9 Deb Bird landed on sub rock and scared the seal. The other seals on west rock followed.

492 Monday 09/22/2014 07:45 40 RG Construction banging cement

493 Thursday 09/25/2014 07:50 41 RG
2 snorklers came in near edge if seawall around corner alerted west side. Waved for 

snorklers to go back & they left.

494 Saturday 09/27/2014 13:15 10 Pam

495 Sunday 10/05/2014 11:00 25 YES Pam Diver entered water on east side and caused a flush

496 Sunday 10/05/2014 18:10 18 Deb 18 seals flushed due to surf crashing over the wall. Most seals returning.

497 Saturday 10/11/2014 18:30 6 YES Ellen

At 6:30 pm, Two divers entered water in middle. 2 seals on west side fled into water and 4 

seals on submarine rock leS. 3 remained on rock I did not take photos.

When I leS at 7:00pm, two seals were swimming close to sleeping colony, but not yet out 

of the water.

498 Tuesday 10/14/2014 07:40 20 RG Seals flushed with construction

499 Friday 10/17/2014 08:30 20 RG

A guy did sneak past rope west side flushed about 20 seals trying to photograph Elle & Lisa 

ran over stopped him & educated him about flushing. Rest of seals were leaving in packs 

with high tide.

500 Friday 10/17/2014 11:45 2 RG 1-2 seals flushed during a rescue. 

501 Tuesday 10/21/2014 13:21 10 Nancy Pelican flying onto rock flushed 1 seal pup and then 4 seals on beach

502 Tuesday 10/21/2014 13:47 4 Nancy
Seal playing on the beach flushed 4 seals

503 Wednesday 10/22/2014 07:23 25 RG

20-30 left with construction hammering the rest all naturally left with super duper waves 

going past rope line

504 Wednesday 10/22/2014 12:50 2 RG Something just caused flush was typing ranger is on it. Seals are starting to come back 

505 Monday 10/27/2014 08:25 45 RG

Some seals east side about 15 took off with tide coming in. About 30 took off with a guy 

putting away his tripod making clicking sounds while a dog by bench non stopped barked. 

The tide was also coming in.

506 Monday 10/27/2014 14:30 40 RG
Earlier around 2:30pm got 2 reports a lifeguard zipped his jet ski in Casa & flushed around 

40. 
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507 Tuesday 11/04/2014 08:50 20 JR

508 Sunday 11/09/2014 15:58 22 YES Rocío Salazar
Someone was whistling and spooked the seals. Also there was a diver that swam too close 

to the beach.

509 Sunday 11/09/2014 08:04 5 YES TM Jogger on beach caused flush

510 Monday 11/09/2014 14:37 5 Ashlyn
Some people crossing line.

Ranger telling them to backup.

511 Thursday 11/19/2014 12:30 10 Nancy Lee

Saw 2 mini flushes - one guy with a young squealing child on the sea wall caused 4 seals to 

flush off the rocks next to the sea wall, which put the seals on the beach on high alert.  6 

more seals on beach flushed for no known reason. 

512 Thursday 11/27/2014 09:00 5 Meg
About 5 flushed I think just because number of people who went to the beach- everyone 

kept a respectable distance 

513 Friday 12/05/2014 09:30 32 YES RG

2 spear fishermen entered beach east side could tell one of them was a newbie brand new 

equipment and fiddling. Around 7-9 seals went in water. When the next spearfishmen 

went in total of 24 seals flushed.

514 Sunday 12/07/2014 08:15 30 tamara Jogger crossed rope and flushed all seals running across beach

515 Thursday 12/25/2014 13:30 4 Nancy Lee Some balloons on the beach flying around caused 4 seals to flush early on

516 Sunday 12/28/2014 14:39 3 YES
Jane Reldan 

MD

Dave Johnson swimming in water 10' from shore at Wmes flushing 3 seals.

John Leek walked on wall by himself, no one else there since no connecWon to street. 

Ranger took photos and made a note.

24 people on mid-landing

517 Saturday 01/03/2015 13:00 40 Pam Thomas

518 Sunday 01/04/2015 10:00 16 Elena
16 seals left the beach in a rush when they heard loud shouts from a group of swimmers 

by the sea wall. I do not think it was intentional. 

519 Sunday 01/11/2015 10:45 30 Pam Thomas

520 Wednesday 01/14/2015 12:00 8 YES Pam Thomas

11:45 John Leek swam into the area from around the seal wall and caused a flush of about 

8 seals from the west side of the beach.  The ranger was present, took pictures and noted 

the flush.

521 Thursday 01/22/2015 18:00 90 Ellen
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